Silver Package
Gunite Pools

Bringing the good times home with two locations to best serve you!
Sumter & Surrounding Areas

Florence & Surrounding Areas

1236 Alice Dr

2251 W. Palmetto St

Sumter, SC 29150

Florence, SC 29501

803-469-6617

843-799-0838

Why Gunite?
Gunite pools are not only beautiful to look at, but also the most structurally
sound pools on the market. Gunite pools are fully customizable so you can
truly build your own backyard oasis.

With so many choices sometimes the idea of designing your pool can be
overwhelming so we've created two packages to meet your budget and
needs: Silver Package and Gold Package. This brochure highlights the
features of our Silver Package pools. If you'd like to view our Gold Package
brochure please click here.

Fiberglass

Gunite

Shell thickness: 3/8"

Shell thickness: 8"

Refinish every 15+ years

Refinish every 15+ years

Some models come
with steps and
benches, but you
cannot customize
placement. Also cannot
customize depth.
Most fiberglass pools

Vinyl
Liner thickness: 0.0028"
New liner every 5 years

Completely

Can add benches and

customizable steps,

custom steps as well as

benches, shapes, and

choose depth.

depth.
Can make pool a diving

Can make pool a diving

depth if you choose.

depth if you choose.

are not rated for
diving.

Assembled start to
finish in your yard.

Freighted in by large
trucks and dropped in

Freedom to choose

place using a crane.

pool sizing means that
you can ensure your

"Long and skinny" sizing

new pool will fit your

to accommodate being

yard perfectly.

freighted. Most pools
do not exceed 16' wide,

Premade parts
assembled in your yard.

Custom sizes are
available, but increase
lead time on obtaining
parts.

Standard Shapes and Sizes

LAGOON

PARADISE

16x34x25 18x37x29
20x40x31

ROMAN END

16x35
18x41
20x43

KIDNEY

15x30*
19x37

RECTANGLE

14x28*
18x36

16x32
20x40

16x33
18x36

TRUE L

16x37x21 18x37x26
20x43x28

LAZY L

18x43

*maximum 6' depth. Diving not avaialble

- Includes option to add a tanning ledge within the shape of
the pool and your choice of 4' bench or ladder in the deep
end.

Additional Options
- Option to design your own custom shaped pool with payment
of a drawing fee.
- Option to add additional steps and benches for additonal
fees.

The beauty of white plaster...
When water is added to a white plaster pool it creates a stunning turquoise
color that one would see at the white sand beaches of the Carribean. It is
beautifully dynamic and ever changing due to the amount of light exposure.
White plaster is included in our standard package.

FULL SUN

OVERCAST

SHADE

Your choice of solid tile.
Cobalt Blue - CT 1529

Pool Blue - CT 1532

Black - CT 1756

6" x 6" Solid tiles provided
by Classic Pool Tile.

Also available in White (CT 1531)

ADDITIONAL TILE OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL FEE.
CLICK TO VIEW UPGRADE OPTIONS

Includes 4' concrete deck
Package includes 4' of concrete
decking with cantilever coping.
Decking takes the shape of the
pool.
Upgradable options for additional fee:
- Travertine Coping
- Extra concrete
- Spray Decking

White plaster pool featuring cobalt blue tile and cantilever coping.

Pool Equipment
All of our pools feature American-made Pentair equipment. With the
purchase of a new pool all Pentair equipment carries a 3-year parts
and labor manufacturer warranty.

PENTAIR SUPERFLO VS
The SuperFlo VS Variable Speed Pumps
bring the remarkable energy cost
savings of variable speed technology to
standard pools at an affordable price.

They reduce energy costs by up to 80%.
SuperFlo VS Variable Speed Pumps
have an easy to- read graphical display
and a built-in timer so the pumps are
easy to install and easy to use.

VIEW BROCHURE

WANT TO UPGRADE? Ask about the Intelliflo VSF!

PENTAIR SAND DOLLAR FILTER
Thermoplastic tank with clamp style multiport valve
pool filter.

The one-piece Sand Dollar Top Mount Pool Filter
feature a clamp style, six-position multiport valve.
Special lateral design provides superior flow
characteristics and long filter cycles for economical
operation.

Combination of water and sand drain makes
servicing and winterizing fast and easy

VIEW BROCHURE

WANT TO UPGRADE? Ask about the Clean and Clear 420!

Pool Equipment continued
PENTAIR INTELLICHLOR SALT GENERATOR
IntelliChlor uses common table salt to
produce all the chlorine a pool needs, safely,
effectively and automatically. It provides the
same sanitation performance as harsh
chlorine additives without the drawbacks.
There’s no need to buy, handle and store
chemicals.

Push-button operation and easy-to-view
displays enable fast checking of salt levels,

VIEW BROCHURE

cell cleanliness, sanitizer output and water
flow

WANT TO UPGRADE? Ask about the Easy Touch Automation to
fully automate your pool!

PENTAIR WHITE GLOBRITE LIGHT
GloBrite white lights provide vivid, brilliant,
pure illumination for your inground pool’s
features.

Incorporating an extended service life, two
dimming levels and the latest technology,
GloBrite white lights are the brightest and
most efficient LEDs on the market.

GloBrite white lights are equivalent to 190W of
incandescent light and offer pure white light

VIEW BROCHURE

for your inground pool features

WANT TO UPGRADE? Ask about colored LED lighting options!

White Plaster Pool Gallery
Rectangle standard package pool with upgraded silver travertine
coping and upgrade tile featuring 4 ledge lounger chairs.

Lagoon standard package pool with cobalt blue tile and white
plaster and tanning ledge.

Paradise pool with upgraded noche travertine coping and white
plaster.

Roman End pool with upgraded noche travertine coping, white
plaster and sandstone spray decking.

Water Feature Gallery
Enjoy the beauty and sound of running water by adding the perfect accent to
your new backyard oasis.

3 TIER WATERFALL SILVER SPLIT FACE AND SILVER TRAVERTINE CAP

BUBBLER IN TANNING LEDGE WITH ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

4 DECK JETS AND A SPILL OVER SPA CENTERED ON THE DEEP END

Infinity Edge Pools

